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Preliminary Note 
 
Do you remember the most satisfying answer after asking your mother why you should 
behave like she says whether you think it is silly?: “Because I am your Mom!” 
Nowadays, we install signalised pedestrian crossings with long delays for pedestrians and 
high capacity rates for motorised traffic. We expect pedestrians will wait but not only due to 
the traffic flow but because they should obey the signal, “because I am your RED!”? At some 
locations, you can find additional signs with the admonition: “Pedestrian, obey your signal” - 
a kind of intensifying the RED signal. 
We all know this does not always work - especially in pedestrian and bicycle traffic! This 
leads to many conflicts. It causes accidents, injuries and sometimes fatalities if the 
pedestrian estimation of the crossing against RED risk fails. Keeping pedestrians safe means 
to decrease the number of RED signal violations AND/OR to make sure, the road user is able 
to do the right risk estimation.  
The LaneLights, a supplementary flashing signal installed at the sidewalk surface, was the 
first approach in Germany to help the pedestrian improve their estimate of risk and get a 
higher acceptance of the RED signal. This system should avoid pedestrian/streetcar 
accidents. 
 
Situation 
 
In Karlsruhe, Germany, in 2007 two fatal accidents between a pedestrian and streetcar 
occurred. In addition, streetcar drivers noted several emergency braking situations due to 
conflicts with crossing pedestrians. The occurrence of the accidents and conflicts were similar 
in all cases: A streetcar was in approach to the pedestrian crossing. The pedestrian did not 
obey to the RED signal and were hit by the streetcar. In the police reports, the RED signal 
violation was identified as the accident cause. The question of why did the pedestrian cross 
the tracks even though the signal was RED was not asked. From the accident analysis 
perspective there was no further need for additional action. 
The public transport company decided to do a pilot project using LaneLights in order to 
decrease the number of streetcar/pedestrian conflicts and accidents and, of course, reduce 
the number of RED signal violations. 
 
Approach 
 
It can be assumed, that pedestrians know the lighted colour of the signal and that they don’t 
want to be involved in an accident. Pedestrians are aware of the RED signal violation but not 
generally aware about the real risk of this situation.  
It is possible, that pedestrians underestimate the velocity of the approaching vehicles or that 
they assign the RED signal to the wrong situation. They feel safe and do not pay any 
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attention to the traffic conflict that they are going to be involved with. In the case of this 
analysed crossing, a typical “trap” in the estimation of risk is a waiting streetcar at the stop. 
The pedestrian assumes that the RED signal for the standing streetcar waiting to leave the 
station. Crossing against RED is forbidden but seems to be safe, because the streetcar driver 
will not knock the pedestrian down. Then the pedestrian crosses the track, facing the waiting 
streetcar driver, feels safe but is in a hazardous conflict situation with the upcoming streetcar 
from the opposite direction. 
 

 
 
Figure: The pedestrian faces the waiting streetcar, feels safe while crossing against RED and do 

not pay attention to the upcoming streetcar from the opposite direction.  
 
Different contents of the RED signal are pandering the crossing against RED. The only 
situation facing a RED signal to the pedestrian should be the approaching traffic. Sometimes, 
it takes 30 seconds until the streetcar reaches the crossing (due to safety (!) rules in 
streetcar signalisation) at such crossings. The pedestrian can cross the track in about five 
seconds. There will be a minimum of 20 seconds to cross the tracks without any risk while 
RED. Why should pedestrian wait, especially under bad weather conditions? 
In other cases, one streetcar has passed the crossing, but due to technical conditions, the 
clearance of the crossing by streetcar is detected 15 seconds later. In this case the RED 
signal means, that there is no streetcar approaching but the system is not able to display the 
right signal. There is no risk for crossing against RED. The pedestrian will wait for nothing 
(except turning off the RED signal). 
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Figure:     Map of the analysed site at the streetcar stop ZKM in Karlsruhe, Germany 

The unmindful signalisation causes different kinds of RED, different kinds of seriousness      
of RED, different kinds of risk in the estimation done by pedestrians due to crossing  
against RED. 

 
The main idea in the pilot project in Karlsruhe was to install a supplementary signal. It has to 
be different from a regular signalisation due to the fact, that the pedestrian knows whether 
they are crossing against RED or not. It was assumed, that a “second RED” would have no 
impact to the pedestrian behaviour. 
 
LaneLights have been used in car traffic as a supplement for markings on the road, e.g. 
boundary markings, stop markings, guiding markings. The idea in this case was, to specify 
those lights to the geometry of the pedestrian. The LaneLights are flashing yellow in a 
frequency of 2 Hz during the signalised RED. 
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Figure:  At the location (above); one LaneLight-Element: Photograph (bottom left) and technical  

draft (bottom right) 
 
Methodology 
 
A preliminary step was to change the signalisation at the streetcar crossing. The RED signal 
was lighted at an upcoming streetcar ONLY. After the streetcar passed the crossing, the RED 
signal must be turned off immediately. After about two month waiting, the pilot study was 
started. 
 
Three situations have been analysed: 

1. Before installing the lane lights 
2. Four weeks after installing the lane lights 
3. Thirteen months after installing the lane lights. 
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In each situation, the pedestrian crossings were recorded for one week (including the 
weekend) from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and the behaviour has been analysed due to the following 
data: 

• Situation timestamps  
o Start RED signal 
o Streetcar entering the crossing  | maybe 
o Streetcar leaving the crossing  | two times 
o End RED signal 

 
• Situation values at each timestamp 

o Pedestrian and cyclists in the conflict area 
o Pedestrian and cyclists approaching the conflict area 
o RED signal violations at the street, before/after the streetcar track crossing 

 
• Pedestrian variables  

o Age and sex 
o Single person or group 
o Other activities (like using the mobile phone, talking, etc.) 
o Safeguarding behaviour (turning head directions) 

The analysis was equal in each analyzed situation.  
 
In total, 2,100 situations has been analyzed in which 2,200 streetcars crossed the trail and 
1,900 pedestrians and 600 cyclists reached the curb while RED. 
 

Situation Before  
without 

LaneLights1  

After 1 
with 

LaneLights  
4 weeks 

After 2 
with 

LaneLights  
13 month 

Number of cases 513 673 899 

 … streetcar from main station 214 291 303 

 … streetcar from downtown 241 303 425 

 … streetcars in both directions 58 79 69 

Crossing pedestrians 505 705 707 

Crossing cyclists  191 192 222 
 
Figure: Analyzed Situations with pedestrians at the observed site 
 
Two main hypotheses have been approved: 

1. LaneLights are reducing the number of RED signal violations. 
2. LaneLights lead to an increase of attention to the situation. 

                                                 
1 During the before recordings some shut down of the signalization took place. This is the reason for a smaller number of 

situations, but no influence to the results has been figured out.  
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Main Results 
 
RED signal violations  
 
In total, the frequency of RED signal violations has been reduced by the LaneLights. But to 
come to a recommendation about the application area, it’s important to distinguish different 
situations.  
 
In the case, were no street car is standing at the stop, the LaneLights have nearly no impact 
on the frequency in crossing against RED of adults (see following figure, first dataset). In 
this case, it seems to be just an additional, supplementary signal but indicates no additional 
information which leads to a higher acceptance of RED. This indicates that there is enough 
time to cross without any danger in front of the streetcar. Shortening the duration of RED in 
front of the streetcar will reduce the number of violations, but will not lead to a different 
result of traffic safety. Nevertheless, in order to get a better acceptance of the RED signal by 
the pedestrian, the recalculation of the signal program had to be done.  
 
Looking at the adolescents (not shown in a figure), the frequency in crossing against RED 
without a waiting streetcar at the station was reduced by the LaneLights from 86% (!) to 
65%. 
 

 
Figure  Frequencies of RED signal violations of adults in different situations. Each data group 

shows one situation related to the streetcar positions. The first line of each group 
shows the frequency without LaneLights, the line in the middle after four weeks with 
LaneLights and the third line after 13 month with LaneLights. 

 
If a streetcar is waiting at the stop, much more pedestrian wait time at the curb due to 
LaneLights installed. The percentage of RED signal violations decreases from 86% (!) to less 

No streetcar waiting 
at the stop 

One streetcar 
waiting at the stop 

One streetcar 
waiting at the stop 
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than 50%, which is close to the quantity, a RED signals seems to be able to stop in this 
situation. The adolescents behave in this situation similar to the adult pedestrian.  
The last case is the most important, because in those situations the fatal accidents happened 
before. Also in this case a reduction of the frequency in crossing against RED has been the 
impact of installing the LaneLights. There are no relevant differences in the behavior of 
adolescents and adults in this situation. It can be assumed, that there is an influence of the 
LaneLights to the estimation of risk which leads to safer pedestrian behavior. It is 
remarkable, that this effect works in the most dangerous situations, were the circumstances 
seems to be a trap for the estimation of risk.  
In the last two cases, while a streetcar is waiting at the station, the LaneLights indicates a 
special situation, which influences the decision to cross against RED or not.  
The analysis after 13 months of having the LaneLights installed leads to the result, that the 
LaneLights will not lose their efficiency over time. The results are nearly the same in 
comparison to the situation after four weeks of LaneLights.  
The first hypothesis, that LaneLights reduce the frequency of RED signal violations can be 
affirmed for those situations, which are not simple and clear. 
 
Safeguarding behavior 
 
The second hypothesis was proved by analyzing if the pedestrian turns their head in both 
directions to check for possible upcoming streetcars or not. This analysis was done for all 
pedestrians reaching the crossing while the RED signal was lighted. 
One real impact of the LaneLights was detected in the adolescents’ behavior. Without the 
LaneLights, 29% .. 44% of them are facing only one direction while crossing against RED 
(including the time approaching to the crossing site). With the installation of the LaneLights, 
this frequency has been reduced to about 10% if no streetcar is at this site and about 5% if 
a streetcar is waiting at the station (see figure below). 
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Figure  Frequencies of all adolescents crossing against RED, facing one or two directions 
(including the approach to the crossing site). Each data group shows one situation 
related to the streetcar positions. The first line of each group shows the frequency 
without LaneLights, the line in the middle after four weeks with LaneLights and the 
third line after 13 month with LaneLights. The light red color indicates that it was a 
safe crossing, but still crossing against RED! 

 
Looking at the adult people crossing against RED, the rate in facing both directions has been 
high at all times (less than 10%), so that there was no impact of the LaneLights detectable 
for this kind of pedestrian. 
 
Conclusion 
 
At this streetcar stop in Karlsruhe, there has been a very high frequency of people crossing 
against RED. Analyzing the situation, it became very important, to reduce the meaning of the 
RED signal to only one possibility: a streetcar is approaching soon! 
 
The LaneLights will not have any effect, if there is a simple and clear situation. In this case, 
LaneLights will be an additional RED signal only, while the people know the signalized color. 
Beside this, the LaneLights seems to be a successful approach to increased pedestrian safety 
at signalized crossings at streetcar stops, because of two major impacts: 
 

• The number of RED signal violations has been reduced, especially in “trap”-situations 
and for adolescents also in simple situations. 

• The safeguarding behavior became better, which means a less dangerous crossing 
against RED. 

Especially the last result has been discussed intensively with the police, local authorities and 
other involved institutions, because they don’t like the conclusion, that crossing against RED 
can be titled as “safe”. It’s a RED signal violation – of course. But no doubt, a “real safe” 
crossing against RED is better than an only “felt safe” crossing.  
The objective has to be, to reduce silly delays for pedestrian instead of rail against 
pedestrian and admonish them to obey to the (silly) signalization. In addition, it is much 
easier to detect gaps in car traffic and calculate realistic times in which we have to block 
pedestrians than bring them to trust and use this RED signal.  
We have to design inner city infrastructure to meet pedestrian needs. This means simple 
signalizations (due to understanding), avoid bigger time gaps in traffic flow crossing a 
pedestrian trail, avoid complex situations and take a look at possible catch bolts for the 
estimation of risk. We have to take a detailed look at delays, sequence of phases and other 
aspects, which can cause situations leading to a false estimation of risk.  
 


